EXHIBIT I
SECRET//RELEASABLE TO USA and MCFI

DRAFT INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION REPORT

FROM: JIDC98, 205 MI BDE
TO: CJ2X/HOC, CJTF-7
INFO: CDR, 205 MI BDE
HECC, 205 MI BDE
-
CITE: (U) DIIR-205-JIDC-98-04-284.
-
SERIAL: (U) IIR 2 362 XXXX 04.
-
COUNTRY: (U) IRAQ (IZ).
-
IPSP: (U) IFC1583; IFC2617

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE.
REPORT IS CLASSIFIED SECRET//RELEASABLE TO USA AND MCFI.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI: (U) 20031030.
-
REQS: (U) CJTF7-PIR-1; HCR-CJTF7-095-03,

SECRET//RELEASABLE TO USA and MCFI

INFORMATION SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER (C.A. No. 08-cv-0827 GBL-JFA)

DoD - 00090
2. (U) DETAINEE IS AVAILABLE FOR RECONTACT AT THE JOINT
INTERROGATION AND DEBRIEF CENTER (JIDC) IN ABU GHURAYB, IRAQ.

(JIDC COMMENTS) --

(CJ2X/HOC COMMENTS) --

INSTR: (U) U.S. NO.

PREP: (U) D2202.

ACQ: (U) ABU GHURAYB, IRAQ (200312232).

DISSEM: (U) SENT TO-- HECC, 205 MI BDE.

---SECRET//RELEASABLE TO USA and MCFL---

INFORMATION SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER (C.A. No. 08-cv-0827 GBL-JFA)

DoD - 00093
SECRET//RELEASABLE TO USA and MCFI

WARNING: (U) REPORT IS CLASSIFIED SECRET//RELEASABLE TO USA AND MCFI.

DRV FROM: (U) USAINS COM SCG 380-2, 5 AUGUST 1996.

DECL: (U) X1.
SALUTE REPORT

FROM JIDC98, 205 MI BDE

LINE 3: (S//REL TO USA AND MCPI) LOCATION/WHERE:

LINE 5: (S//REL TO USA AND MCPI) TIME/WHEN: 20031224.